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Abstract: Map-based navigation is the common navigation method used among the mobile robotic application. The 
localization plays an important role in the navigation where it estimates the robot position in an environment. Monte Carlo 
Localization (MCL) is found as the widely used estimation algorithm due to it non-linear characteristic. There are 
classifications of MCL such as Adaptive MCL (AMCL), Normal Distribution Transform MCL (NDT-MCL) which can 
perform better than the MCL. However, AMCL is adaptive to particles but the position estimation accuracy is not optimized. 
NDT-MCL has good position estimation but it requires higher number of particles which results in higher computational effort. 
The objective of the research is to design and develop a localization algorithm which can achieve better performance in term 
of position estimation and computational effort. The new MCL algorithm which is named as Adaptive Normal Distribution 
Transform Monte Carlo Localization (ANDT-MCL) is then designed and developed. It integrates Kullback–Leibler 
divergence, Normal Distribution Transform and Systematic Resampling into the algorithm. Three experiments are conducted 
to evaluate the performance of proposed ANDT-MCL in simulated environment. These experiments include evaluating the 
performance of ANDT-MCL with different path shape, distance and velocity. In the end of the research work, the proposed 
ANDT-MCL is successfully developed. It is adaptive to the number of particles used, higher position estimation and lower 
computational effort than existing algorithms. The algorithm can produce better position estimation with less computational 
effort in any kind paths and is consistent in long journey as well as can outperform in high speed navigation. 
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1.INTRODUCTION     
Localization systems are an essential enabling component 
of mobile robotic systems [1]. The localization plays a 
significant role in the navigation where it estimates the 
position of the robot in the environment. Over the years, 
there are many localization algorithms being researched 
intensively in order to efficiently and effectively combine 
both of the feedbacks to provide good robot position 
feedback to the navigation system. Those widely 
researched algorithms are Extended Kalman Filter 
(EKF)[2], Unscented Kalman Filter[3,4] (UKF) and 
Particle Filter (PF), also known as Monte Carlo 
Localization (MCL). MCL is found as the widely used 
estimation algorithm for robot localization due to its non-
linear estimation characteristic[3,4,5].The MCL algorithm 
uses particles to predict the state of the robot such as 
position and orientation when it moves and senses the 
environment [6]. There are variants of MCL being 
innovated in order to improve the limitations existed in 
MCL for example computational time and position 
estimation accuracy. 
 Adaptive MCL (AMCL) has been proposed by Dieter 
Fox [7] to improve the computational time of MCL. 
AMCL is a robot localization algorithm for navigating in 
2D environment. It, which is also utilizes the Kullback-
Lknown aeibler Divergence s KLD-sampling in the Monte 
Carlo localization to estimate the state of a robot in a 
known map. With the KLD sampling, it is able to adapt the 
number of particles needed for MCL rather than fixed 
number of particles when moving in the environment[8,9]. 
Besides, another variant of MCL is also proposed which is 
Normal Distribution Transform Monte Carlo Localization 
(NDT-MCL). It is a piecewise continuous representation 
which also uses the particle filter to estimate the state of a 
robot in a known map by representing the space as a set of 
normal distributions[10]. With this representation, it 
improves the position estimation of MCL.  
In this paper we proposed to design and develop a 
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localization algorithm which can achieve better 
performance in term of position estimation and 
computational effort. The new MCL algorithm which is 
named as Adaptive Normal Distribution Transform Monte 
Carlo Localization (ANDT-MCL) is then designed and 
developed. It integrates Kullback–Leibler divergence, 
Normal Distribution Transform and Systematic 
Resampling into the algorithm. 
Three experiments are conducted to evaluate the 
performance of proposed ANDT-MCL in simulated 
environment. These experiments include evaluating the 
performance of ANDT-MCL with different path shape, 
distance and velocity. 
2.  DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
MCL produces insufficient position estimation 
accuracy[12]. One of the reasons of the poor estimation 
performance is due to the grid-based representation used 
by MCL. The occupancy grid map representation used in 
the MCL are discretized into fixed size may include sensor 
noises which then cannot represent the environment 
accurately. Besides, MCL uses the particles to represent 
the likely position of the robot in the environment. The 
greater the number of particles, the more accurate the 
position estimation. However, it can result in heavy 
computational time. The basic MCL algorithm overview is 
shown in Figure 1. Hence, a piecewise continuous static 
NDT map is proposed to use in ANDT-MCL measurement 
update to replace the use of occupancy grid map. ANDT-
MCL also includes NDT[18] in the particles weightage 
update during the measurement update as show in the 
Figure 2 from step 3 to step 8. Whereas, the KLD[71] has 
the behavior of number of particles adaption which is 
proposed and implemented together during the resampling 
stage as shown in Figure 2 from step 14 to step 20. An 
overview of a time-update ANDT-MCL algorithm is 
outlined in Figure 2 and the design of ANDT-MCL 
modifies the MCL based on the Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1. Basic MCL algorithm overview 
At each iteration, the algorithm takes the previous 
sample set 𝑆𝑡−1  containing data position states 𝑥𝑡−1 , 
weightages 𝑤𝑡−1, previous number of samples 𝑛𝑡−1 as the 
inputs. Besides, the inputs also contain current 
observations 𝑧𝑡 . Several parameters are initialized as 
shown in step 2. Step 3 is to transform the current 
observations 𝑧𝑡 to a set of normal distribution parameters 
𝑧?̅? ∶= {𝑢𝑖 , ∑𝑖}𝑖=1
𝑁𝑧𝑡  with regular cell size.  Step 5 is the 
prediction phase (or sampling phase) in which each sample 
updates its state using motion model. Step 6 shows the 
likelihood model of 𝑧?̅? from 𝑥𝑡
𝑘 and 𝑚 is computed and is 
denoted as 𝐿2
𝑘 . The weightage 𝑤𝑡  of each sample is 
calculated based on the 𝐿2
𝑘  and previous weightage, 𝑤𝑡−1 
as shown in step 7. The normalization factor, 𝛼 is updated 
after that. With the normalization factor, the weight 𝑤𝑡 is 
normalized to value 1.0. The next step is resampling where 
the samples are being resampled based on important 
weight. The new samples obtained are put into the sample 
set 𝑆𝑡 in step 12. For each new sample inserted into sample 
set 𝑆𝑡, it is checked if it falls into an empty bin. The number 
of supported bins 𝑘 is increased by one and the current bin 
is marked non-empty. The Equation 4.10 is then used to 
update the number ?̂? of samples required for the current 
estimate of 𝑘. The additional step as shown in step 17 is to 
check the minimum number of samples ?̂?𝑚𝑖𝑛  has been 
passed by (default: 10).  
 
 
Figure 2. ANDT-MCL algorithm overview 
In overall, the value of number samples 𝑛  and the 
desired number of samples ?̂? will change over time. In the 
beginning of sampling, 𝑘 value increases with about every 
new sample inserted into sample set 𝑆𝑡because initially all 
bins are empty. When the 𝑘 value increases, the value of 
the number of desired samples ?̂? increases as well. 
However, when more and more bins become non-empty 
over time, the ?̂? increases only occasionally. According to 
the algorithm, 𝑛  increases every time when each new 
sample is inserted, so it will cause the sampling to stop as 
shown in step 20 when 𝑛 eventually reach ?̂?. After all of 
this, the last step is to compute the current pose ?̅?𝑡 by using 
𝑆𝑡. 
KLD number of particles adaption is integrated during 
the resampling stage of ANDT-MCL as shown in Figure 2 
from step 14 to step 20. It is also found out that the typical 
resampling method can be improved together with KLD in 
the ANDT-MCL as shown in step 12 in Figure 2 to 
improve the position estimation. The proposed resampling 
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method is called SR resampling. The pseudocode of the SR 
resampling is shown in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3. Systematic resampling pseudocode 
The resampled particles are stored in the new 𝑥𝑥 sample 
set which are then undergo the KLD process. 𝑥 is the robot 
pose particle in the initial sample set which will undergo 
resampling algorithm. 𝑤 is the weighting of each of the 
samples(particle) in the sample set[16]. 𝑁  is the total 
number of samples(particles) needed. 
3.  METHODOLOGY 
In experiment 1 to 3, the proposed algorithm of ANDT-
MCL is validated in different condition which are in 
different kind of paths, different path lengths and different 
speeds. The performance of ANDT-MCL is compared 
with NDT-MCL and AMCL by using the Gazebo 
simulated environment which is built for the experiment as 
shown in Figure 4 
 
 
Figure 4. The simulated environment built for the 
experiment 
    
Figure 5. The NDT static map built by NDT-  Mapping 
 
Figure 6. The occupancy static grid map built by G-
Mapping 
The static NDT-Mapping algorithm is pre-run by the 
robot to obtain a NDT static map which is used by ANDT-
MCL and NDT-MCL when robot is navigating in the 
environment. The G-Mapping algorithm is also pre-run to 
obtain an occupancy static grid map which is used by 
AMCL algorithm. The outputs of the maps are showed in 
Figure 5 and Figure 6. The setting used by each of the 
algorithm are similar and are shown in Table 1. In order to 
carry out the localization algorithm, initially the Gazebo 
with the simulated environment (refer Figure 4 is brought 
up. The map corresponding to the localization used is 
selected which are NDT map for ANDT-MCL and NDT-
MCL whereas occupancy grid map for AMCL. The type 
of localization algorithm is assigned before running the 
experiment. The robot position is initialized at the origin 
(refer Figure 4) 
In Experiment1 ANDT-MCL algorithm is validated by 
navigating robot in different kind of paths such as- straight 
line path, triangular path and also the square path which 
are showed in Figure 7. The reason of using these paths is 
to test how will be the complexity of the path affecting the 
localization performance. The reason of using linear path 
because it’s more predictable and preferable as well as it is 
safer in the production. After executing the algorithm the 
robot is asked to move according to the path shown in 
Figure 7 Finally, the overall processes are repeated with 
another two path assigned as shown in Figure 7. 
 
 
                a                                b                              c 
Figure 7. Type of paths (a) Straight path (b) Triangular 
path (c) Square path 
In Experiment 2 the robot is also navigated on a same 
path but different path lengths. The path that is chosen in 
this experiment is triangular path with different total path 
lengths which are triangles made up of side path of 
3meters, 5meters and 7meters which are shown in Figure 
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8. The reason of using these paths is to identify the 
consistency of the position estimation throughout long 
distance and also to test how will be the path length of the 
path affecting the localization performance. After the 
execution of algorithm, then the robot is asked to move 
according to the path assigned with certain path length. 
After that, the overall processes are repeated with another 
different path length as shown in Figure 8. 
Table 1. Settings for the experiment 
 
 
 
                       (a)                               (b)                              (c) 
Figure 8. Different path lengths of triangle path (a) 3 
meters (side) (b) 5 meters (side) (c) 7 meters (side) 
In the Experiment 3 ANDT-MCL is tested by navigating 
the robot on a straight path but at different speed. The 
speeds that are chosen in this experiment are 0.3ms-1, 
0.65ms-1 and 1.0ms-1 which are shown in Figure 9. The 
reason of using these speeds is to test how will be the 
speeds of the moving robot affecting the localization 
performance. After the execution of the algorithm, the 
robot is asked to move the straight path with different 
speed. Then the overall processes are repeated with 
another different speed as shown in Figure 9. 
 
 
Figure 9. Simulated environment for various speed 
experiment 
In each complete laser scanner’s scanning callback, the 
execution time is also calculated from the start of the 
ANDT-MCL algorithm to end of the algorithm. The 
ground truth position and the estimated position along the 
path is recorded. The errors are calculated from each of the 
ground truth positions with estimated positions. The 
average error from all the error from each points is 
calculated. These processes are repeated 10 times. After 
repeating 10 times for each localization algorithm, the 
whole processes are repeated with another two localization 
algorithm. There are total of 90 sets of execution are run in 
this experiment. The average error, standard deviation of 
the error, average execution time and standard deviation of 
execution time are calculated from the 10 runs, which leads 
to 9 sets of outputs. The performance evaluation is carried 
out by analyzing the output of average position estimation 
error with its standard deviation and computational time 
with its standard deviation. The lower the position 
estimation error and the lower the computational time, the 
better the localization algorithm. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The average error results from Experiment 1 are showed in 
Figure 10. When comparing ANDT-MCL and NDT-MCL 
the result does not show any significant difference in both 
straight and square path as shown in Table 3 and Table 4. 
However, in triangular path, the ANDT-MCL shows 
significant improvement than NDT-MCL in which it 
results in 0.0333m average error while 0.0352m average 
error from NDT-MCL as shown in Table 2. 
The outputs produced by AMCL show higher average 
error compared to ANDT-MCL. The percentage of 
improvement are 157% for straight path, 18% for 
triangular path as well as 74% for square path. All of them 
shows the significant improvement from ANDT-MCL 
over AMCL except in triangular path as in Table 3 to Table 
4.  
 
 
Figure 10. The average error and standard deviation 
produced by each of the algorithms 
Table 2. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL in triangular path 
 
 
6 m
• 0.3ms-1
• 0.65ms-1
• 1.0ms-1
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Table 3 Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with NDT-
MCL and AMCL in straight line path 
 
Table 4. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL in square path 
 
In term of execution time performance, the results are 
shown in Figure 11 below. When comparing ANDT-MCL 
and NDT-MCL, ANDT-MCL shows huge improvement 
over the NDT-MCL as shown in Table 5 to Table 7. 
However, the average execution time of AMCL is less than 
the ANDT-MCL. Only the straight path which does not 
show the significant different between the two 
performances by ANDT-MCL and AMCL. From the 
results obtained, in term average position error, ANDT-
MCL has similar performance as NDT-MCL because both 
of them are using NDT algorithm for the static map and 
also for update stage for the weighting the particles which 
results in better performance than AMCL. With the use of 
NDT map and the integration of NDT in AMCL, the 
weighting of the particles is weighted more efficiently and 
it results in better position estimation. 
 
 
Figure 11. The Average Execution Time and Standard 
Deviation Produced by Each of the Algorithms 
Table 5. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL in straight line path 
 
 
 
Table 6. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL in triangular path 
 
Table 7. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL in square path 
 
AMCL which uses the typical method of weighting 
algorithm has poorer result compared to the proposed 
ANDT-MCL. In term of execution time, ANDT-MCL can 
outperform better than NDT-MCL. It can adapt the number 
of particles needed throughout the navigation, hence it 
reduces the computational effort. However, the AMCL has 
less computational time than ANDT-MCL because it does 
not include algorithm like NDT in its weighting phase 
hence the computational time is reduced. 
From experiment 2 the average error results are showed 
in Figure 12. When comparing ANDT-MCL and NDT-
MCL the result does not show any significant difference in 
both 3 and 7 meters path length as shown in Table 8 and 
Table10. However for 5 meters path lengths ANDT-MCL 
shows significant improvement as shown in Table 9. 
ANDT-MCL shows better outputs in three different path 
lengths. But AMCL shows higher average error compared 
to ANDT-AMCL. The percentage of improvement are 
63% for 3meters(side) path, 18% for 5meters(side) path as 
well as 15% for 7meters(side) path as shown in Table 8 to 
Table 10. Besides, from these 3 different path lengths, 
ANDT-MCL maintains the performance at average 
0.0342m error while AMCL shows inconsistent average 
position estimation. 
 
 
Figure 12. The Average Error and Standard Deviation 
Produced by Each of the Algorithms 
In term of execution time performance ANDT-MCL 
shows huge improvement over NDT-MCL as shown in 
Figure 13. The significant improvements are shown in 
Table 11 to Table 13.  
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Table 8. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL in 9meters path 
 
Table 9. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL in 15meters path 
 
Table 10. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL in 21meters path 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. The Average Execution Time and Standard 
Deviation Produced by Each of the Algorithms 
Table 11. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL in 9meters path 
 
 
However, the average execution time of AMCL is less 
than the ANDT-MCL. From the results obtained, the 
performance behavior and execution time are almost 
similar to the previous experiment (different kind of path).  
All of the localization shows increase in average position 
errors when the speed of the robot is increased. ANDT-
MCL shows the best position estimation performance 
among these three speeds. The average error results 
obtained from the Experiment 3 are showed as following 
Figure 14. While comparing between ANDT-MCL and 
NDT-MCL, for 0.3ms-1result doesn’t show significant 
difference as shown in Table 14. But ANDT-MCL has 
better result than NDT-MCL for 0.65ms-1 with significant 
difference as shown in Table 15. However, with 1.0ms-1, 
the ANDT-MCL only has better result than NDT-MCL but 
with significance difference as shown in Table 16. While 
comparing ANDT-MCL shows better outputs in all of the 
three different path lengths. The outputs produced by 
AMCL are 0.0597m (0.3ms-1 speed), 0.1004m (0.65ms-1 
speed) and 0.1108m (1.0ms-1 speed) in which the average 
errors have higher average error compared to ANDT-MCL 
as shown in Table 14 to Table 16. 
Table 12. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL in 15meters path 
 
Table 13. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL in 21meters path 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. The Average Error and Standard Deviation 
Produced by Each of the Algorithms 
Table 14. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL at 0.3m/s 
 
 
The execution time performance results are shown in 
Figure 15. ANDT-MCL shows huge improvement over 
NDT-MCL as shown in Table 17 to Table 19. As like 
previous two experiments the average execution time of 
AMCL is less than ANDT-MCL. 
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Table 15. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL at 0.65m/s 
 
Table 16. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL at 1.0m/s 
 
 
 
Figure 15. The Average Execution Time and Standard 
Deviation Produced by Each of the Algorithms 
Table 17. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL at 0.3m/s 
 
Table 18. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL at 0.65m/s 
 
Table 19. Statistically analysis for ANDT-MCL with 
NDT-MCL and AMCL at 1.0m/s 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this study, ANDT-MCL is successfully developed by 
integrating MCL with NDT and KLD particles adaption 
technique with SR resampling. . The algorithm is adaptive 
to the number of particles used, higher position estimation 
than current algorithms, higher consistency and lower 
computational effort. ANDT-MCL performs better than 
NDT-MCL in terms of position estimation and 
computational time whereas it also performs better than the 
AMCL in terms of position estimation and consistency. 
From the Experiments 1-3 we can conclude that ANDT-
MCL can cope with different kind of path complexity, path 
lengths and high speed movement. So this algorithm can 
be used to produce better position estimation and be 
consistent in long journey as well as can outperform in 
high speed navigation.  
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